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ABSTRACT
In wireless networks, the location tracking of devices and vehi-
cles (nodes) based on their identifiable and locatable broadcasts,
presents potential threats to the location privacy of their users. While
the tracking of nodes can be mitigated to an extent by updating their
identifiers to decorrelate their traversed locations, such an approach
is still vulnerable to tracking methods that utilize the predictability
of node movement to limit the location privacy provided by the
identifier updates. On the other hand, since each user may need
privacy at different locations and times, auser-centricapproach is
needed to enable the nodes to independently determine where/when
to update their identifiers. However, mitigation of tracking with a
user-centric approach is difficult due to the lack of synchroniza-
tion between updating nodes. This paper addresses the challenges
to providing location privacy by identifier updates due to the pre-
dictability of node locations and the asynchronous updates, and
proposes a user-centric scheme calledSwing that increases loca-
tion privacy by enabling the nodes to loosely synchronize updates
when changing their velocity. Further, since each identifier update
inherently trades off network service for privacy, the paper also in-
troduces an approach calledSwap, which is an extension of Swing,
that enables the nodes to exchange their identifiers to potentially
maximize the location privacy provided by each update, hence re-
ducing the number of updates needed to meet the desired privacy
levels. The performance of the proposed schemes is evaluated un-
der random and restricted pedestrian mobility.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General—Secu-
rity and protection; H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine
Systems—Human factors

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance, Security
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1. INTRODUCTION
The significant benefits of ubiquitous network access have fueled

the deployment of Radio Frequency (RF) based network connectiv-
ity, such as Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), in user devices
as well as in vehicles (nodes) [1, 13, 26]. However, the broadcast
nature of the wireless medium allows an adversary to eavesdrop
on the communications containing node identifiers, and to estimate
the locations of the communicating nodes with an accuracy that is
sufficient for tracking the nodes [2, 20, 29]. When correlated with
public information such as geographic maps, location tracking of
nodes leads to potential threats to thelocation privacyof their users
by disclosing personal user preferences [11,13].

However, since privacy is a context-specific property and is so-
cially and/or culturally defined [18, 19], the location privacy needs
of individual users may vary, and further each user may require lo-
cation privacy protection at different times and locations. Hence, it
is desirable that the protection of location privacy isuser-centric,
i.e. the independently mobile user nodes in the network are able to
independently determine based on the accessible network informa-
tion when/where to protect their user privacy. Additionally, a user-
centric approach, essentially a distributed approach, has the advan-
tage of not requiring a user node to rely on the external network
infrastructure (e.g. base stations) that can potentially disclose user
information to adversaries, for location privacy protection [14].

In this paper, we focus on the protection of location privacy by
the mitigation of the tracking of nodes.1 Existing tracking miti-
gation solutions in [4, 13, 16] enable nodes to update their identi-
fiers to remove any correlation between locations based on identi-
fiers (see Section 6). However, not all of these solutions are user-
centric, since the approach in [13] enables the nodes to update their
identifiers only at specific time instances (e.g. before associating
with network base stations), while the approach in [4] enables the
nodes to update only at pre-determined locations (MIX-Zones). Al-
though therandom silent periodtechnique proposed in [16], in
which the nodes do not transmit for a random period during update
of identifiers, allows the nodes to independently update at random
times/locations, it results inasynchronous updatesthat limit the lo-
cation privacy provided by each update [16]. It is suggested in [16]
that a base station be used as a coordinator to synchronize the up-
dates of nodes. But, this is not a user-centric approach, since the
base station would be determining when the user nodes can update.

Further, the location privacy provided by the solutions in [4, 13,
16] is limited by tracking methods that leverage the predictability
of the movement of pedestrians and vehicles to correlate their loca-
tions before and after each identifier update [4, 16, 21, 23]. While
an increase in the MIX-Zone size or the silent period (that in turn

1This paper assumes that mechanisms such as traffic monitoring
cameras and physical pursuit are not used for location tracking.
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increases the update period during which a node does not trans-
mit) and/or an increase in the number of updates can potentially
mitigate such tracking based on the predictability of node move-
ment [4,16], the update period and the number of identifier updates
are shown to be limited by the quality-of-service (QoS) [13,17] and
network application requirements [23]. As one solution to balance
this tradeoff, we proposemaximizingthe location privacy provided
by each update.

Therefore, in this paper, we study the problem of designing a
user-centric approach that can not only overcome the limitations
to location privacy enhancement posed by the asynchronous iden-
tifier updates and tracking based on movement predictability, but
can also increase the location privacy provided by each update to-
wards a maximum value for the given node density and node mo-
bility. The proposed user-centric approach builds on the random
silent period technique of [16]. In particular, the paper makes the
following contributions. (i) We address the asynchronous identi-
fier updates and the predictability of node movement, and propose
a user-centric approach calledSwing that enables nodes to inde-
pendently initiate and loosely synchronize updates at opportune
locations/times to mitigate tracking. However, at such opportune
locations/times, the location privacy provided by Swing does not
account for the neighbors of the target that do not update their iden-
tifiers. (ii) We propose an extension of Swing, calledSwap, where
nodes cooperate to enable exchange of their identifiers. Swap can
potentially increase the location privacy at each update towards the
maximum by taking into account all the neighbors of the target.
However, unlike Swing which can be applied to mobile networks,
Swap is only conditionally applicable to mobile networks due to
requirements such as a network base station to forward protocol
messages and network identity management that allows for the ex-
change of identifiers between nodes, as seen later in Section 5.2.

The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the sys-
tem and adversary models and the problem addressed. Section 3
presents the proposed schemes and discusses the potential security
attacks by an adversary. Section 4 evaluates the performance of
the proposed schemes. Section 5 discusses applicability of the pro-
posed schemes, while Section 6 compares them with related work.
Section 7 presents our conclusions.

2. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DE-
SCRIPTION

Fig. 1(a) presents the system model considered including the
following entities: mobile Stations (STA), Access Points (AP), the
Authentication Server (AS), and the Trusted Third Party (TTP).
Each STA belongs to a user entity that enters a contractual agree-
ment with the TTP to obtain network service. Additionally, dur-
ing a registration process with the TTP, each STA obtains a set of
public/private key pairs, and a set of identifiers with each identi-
fier having a maximum lifetime2 after which the STA has to update

2Determining ID maximum lifetime is not the focus of the paper.

its identifier for location privacy protection from eavesdroppers. It
is assumed that the identifiers are used by the STAs as source ad-
dresses in the broadcasts to satisfy the requirements of the commu-
nication protocols. Further, each STA has GPS capability and can
self-determine its locations when needed on pre-loaded digital ge-
ographic maps, and is also capable of predicting any change in its
velocity (see Section 5), and channel monitoring to sense itsneigh-
bors, i.e. the STAs that are one-hop away in the network graph.

The AS controlled by the TTP, is connected to the APs for au-
thenticating the STAs for network access and billing of the users,
as well as for the identity management of the STAs [13]; the AS
is a trusted entity accessible to all the STAs in the network. In or-
der to update its identifier, a STA is able to de- and re-associate
with an AP before and after update, respectively, and securely au-
thenticate with the AS during re-association [13]. As illustrated in
Fig. 1(b) we consider two modes: (Mode1) STAs directly commu-
nicate with each other without any AP; (Mode2) STAs can directly
communicate with each other, but require an AP to facilitate these
communications (see Section 5.2) and to communicate with the AS
for authentication and identity management.

It is assumed that a user can trust its own STA, while other STAs
in the network are untrusted, and that the APs aresemi-trusted, i.e.
operate as expected but can disclose information to an adversary.

2.1 Adversary Model Considered
The objective of the adversary is to track the STAs (nodes) in

the network and breach the location privacy of their users. Such an
adversary can be abstracted as (i)Global Passive Adversary (GPA)
[16,25] that can eavesdrop all communications of any node within
a region of interest; and (ii)Local Active Adversary (LAA)[25] that
can inject messages into a target’s neighborhood. The LAA con-
trols one or more neighboring nodes of the target that collude with
the GPA to reveal information that can breach the target’s location
privacy; but these nodes do not reveal their secret cryptographic
quantities to the adversary. However, we note that any location
tracking by the LAA is equivalent to a physical pursuit of the mo-
bile target, and hence is not addressed in this paper. But, we do ad-
dress other attacks by the LAA such as node impersonation that can
lead to privacy breaches. It is assumed that the adversary knowl-
edge includes the node mobility model (e.g. random or restricted),
and the tracking mitigation technique used by nodes.

2.2 Problem Description: Maximizing Loca-
tion Privacy

In this paper, we study the problem of maximizing the location
privacy of a user at each update in the presence of the GPA and the
LAA, by utilizing a user-centric tracking mitigation approach for
the system model considered.

The level of location privacy provided to a target by each identi-
fier update can be measured using ananonymity set[8] denoted as
SA that includes the nodes with identifiers indistinguishable from
that of the targetT . We note here that the relatedk-anonymity
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Figure 2: (a) Identifier update by target N1 to mitigate location tracking. Potential candidates for target anonymity set are in
the circular region with radius 2smaxspmax. (b) Correlation tracking of target. Among N1-N5, only N1 and N5 have non-zero
probabilities to be the target since each node appears after update near an estimated target exit position. N6 is not considered as a
candidate as it does not update ID.

model [22] for privacy protection as used in [12] essentially refers
to an anonymity setSA with a minimum sizek, where the target
is guaranteed to be not distinguishable from at leastk − 1 nodes
with respect to information related to the target (such as location
information [12]). However, not all the nodes in the anonymity set
may be equally likely to be the target since an adversary may be
able to obtain additional knowledge on the nodes, such as the pre-
dictability of node movement as will be described below. In such
scenarios, theentropyof the anonymity set distribution is consid-
ered to be a suitable measure of location privacy provided per up-
date [4,16,24]. Let the probability that a nodei of SA is the target
T be pi = Pr(T = i), ∀i ∈ SA, with

∑|SA|
i=1 pi = 1, then the

entropy of the distribution of the anonymity setSA of targetT is
given byH(p) = −∑|SA|

i=1 pi log2 pi. Using entropy as a measure
of location privacy [4, 16, 24], we consider the problem of maxi-
mizing the location privacy of the targetT as:

maxp H(p) s.t.
∑|SA|

i=1 pi = 1, |SA| ≤ |S∗A|,
where|S∗A| is the maximum anonymity set size that is dependent on
the node density in the network, the node mobility model including
the velocity range of nodes, the node tracking method employed
by the adversary, and the tracking mitigation technique employed
by the nodes. We make the following observations related to the
maximization of the location privacy of the targetT :

C1. For a given|SA|, a uniform distribution for the anonymity
setSA is needed, i.e.pi = 1/|SA|, ∀i ∈ SA to maximize
entropy, i.e.maxp H(p) = log2 |SA| ≤ log2 |S∗A| [10].

C2. When |SA| = |S∗A|, H(p) attains the possible maximum
value oflog2 |S∗A|.

Consequently, the maximum location privacy for the targetT in
SA is achieved when|SA| = |S∗A| and all nodes inSA are equally
likely to be the targetT .

Before presenting the challenges to satisfying the above two con-
ditions, we first describe how the target anonymity setSA is com-
puted. Fig. 2 shows a target denoted N1, that is being tracked
and is updating its identifier at locationli and timeti. We define

the reachable areaof the target to be the bounded region where
it is expected to reappear after the identifier update. For example,
as seen in Fig. 2(a), if the target enters a random silent period
during the update, the reachable area is then determined by the al-
lowable movement directions, the known achievable speed range
[smin, smax], and the update period which is between a minimum
and maximum silent period value,spmin, spmax, respectively; the
reachable area shown in Fig. 2(a) is for random node mobility,
i.e. node direction is in [0, 2π). The target anonymity set includes
nodes that update their identifiers along with the target and appear
in the reachable area of the target. As shown in Fig. 2 since out of
nodes N2-N6, only N2-N5 update identifiers with the target N1 and
appear in the reachable area after exiting a random silent period, the
target anonymity setSA={N1, N2, N3, N4, N5}.

In order to satisfy the condition C1, all the nodes in the target
anonymity set must be equally probable to be the target. However,
tracking based on the predictability of node movement can assign
a non-uniform distribution to the target anonymity set and lower
entropy [4, 16]. Fig. 2(b) illustrates one such tracking method,
calledcorrelation tracking[16], which assumes that the target does
not change direction during update, and estimates “exit” positions
on a trajectory where the target may appear after the update period.
Only those nodes in the target anonymity set that appear close to the
trajectory3 are considered as candidates for the target. Note here
that if the update period is fixed, i.e.spmin = spmax, then there is
only one estimated exit position for the target. For example, in Fig.
2(b) the target N1 can be estimated to exit close tol′i+k if the known
update period is(ti+k − ti), and the distribution ofSA is then
{1,0,0,0,0} with entropy equal to zero. But, if the update period is
random, i.e. when the target enters a random silent period, there
are multiple estimated exit positions and correlation tracking will
assignpi = li

m
, i ∈ SA, if i is closest toli of m estimated target

exit positions where nodes are observed, to relatively increase the
entropy. For example, as seen in Fig. 2(b), since only N1 and N5
each appear with new ID close to an estimated exit position, we

3For each estimated target exit position, only those nodes that are
within rmax (see Fig. 2(b)) are considered as “close”, and among
them only the node that appears closest to the position is selected.



havem = 2 andpN1 = 1/2, pN5 = 1/2; hence the distribution of
the anonymity setSA is {0.5,0,0,0,0.5} and the entropy is one.

Nevertheless, as seen from the above illustration, correlation track-
ing limits the entropy from reaching the maximum value by assign-
ing a non-uniform distribution toSA. Moreover, a stronger adver-
sary can utilize additional knowledge, such as by performing cor-
relation tracking on multiple nodes (e.g. N1 and N5 in Fig. 2(a)),
to further reduce the probability that one or more nodes (such as
N5) in SA is a target candidate, and thereby decrease the entropy
towards zero. We note here that in the rest of the paper it is as-
sumed that the GPA defined in Section 2.1 is capable of performing
correlation tracking of the target as well as its updating neighbors.
Therefore, under such an adversary model, in order to provide a
uniformly distributed anonymity set, the predictability of the loca-
tions of nodes after identifier updates must be reduced.

Next, in order to satisfy the condition C2, the number of nodes
updating and appearing in the reachable area of the target must
be maximized. For example, from Fig. 2(a) it is seen that if the
target N1 updates using a random silent period, thenSA can in-
clude at most the nodes within distance2smaxspmax from the lo-
cationli where N1 enters a random silent period (see Section 4.1);
nodes in this bounded region can possibly update and appear in the
reachable area of the target. However, in a user-centric approach,
since the target independently determines to update, other nodes in
the reachable area (such as N6 in Fig. 2) may not update identi-
fier with target, hence decreasing target’s anonymity set size due
to the resulting asynchronous updates. Therefore, to increase the
anonymity set size the identifier updates need to be synchronized.

3. PROPOSED SCHEMES
This section presents user-centric approaches that address the

tracking methods based on predictable node movement and the
asynchronous updates, and increase the location privacy level to-
wards the maximum value for a given node density and node mo-
bility model.

3.1 Swing: Increasing Location Privacy
In order to prevent the GPA from utilizing the predictability of

node movement to correlate node locations before and after up-
date, we propose that the update of identifiers be performed by the
nodes only whenchanging velocity, i.e. direction and speed. As-
suming equal probability of a node choosing speed in[smin, smax]
and direction in[0, 2π), the nodes appearing in the target reach-
able area during[spmin, spmax] are equally likely to be the target,
hence maximizing entropy of the anonymity set distribution and
satisfying the condition C1. Therefore, the GPA can no longer use
tracking methods based on predictable node movement, such as
correlation tracking.

However, nodes may not be present in the target’s neighborhood
or the neighboring nodes may not be aware of the target update. To
address the resulting asynchronous updates, we propose to increase
the anonymity set size by enabling the target to perform the follow-
ing before update: (i) monitor communication channels to ensure
a neighborhood size of at least one; and (ii) broadcast to the nodes
within distance2smaxspmax that it is entering update, to loosely
synchronize as well as increase the probable updates. These obser-
vations lead to the Swing scheme described below.

The pseudocode for Swing protocol is in Appendix B. In the
protocol, if a nodei’s current location privacy level is less than de-
sired (set by the user ofi) or the lifetime of the current identifier
expires, theni enters anupdate processwhen it is changing veloc-
ity and neighbors are present. The update process is initiated by
i broadcasting anupdate message, after whichi updates identifier
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and remains silent for a random periodsp.
However, not all the nodes receiving the update message broad-

cast fromi may update their identifiers since they may have al-
ready achieved the desired privacy levels, thereby restricting the
anonymity set size of nodei from reaching the maximum value for
a given node density and node mobility, as described below.

3.2 Swap: Towards Maximizing Location Pri-
vacy

As seen in Fig. 3(a), if the targeti has two neighborsj, k dur-
ing identifier update in Swing with all three nodes changing their
direction, andk does not update withi, then the anonymity set size
is only two and the location privacy provided is at mostlog2(2);
since the GPA knows the mitigation technique used byi is Swing,
it needs to only determine an association between target identifier
C and an identifier in{D, E}. But, in order to provide the maxi-
mum location privacy level, i.e.log2(3), all the three nodes need
to be included in the anonymity set. Hence, as a solution towards
maximizing the anonymity set size, i.e. satisfying condition C2, we
propose that instead of updating to new identifiers (as in Swing), the
nodej and the targeti exchangetheir identifiers during update with
probability 0.5 and enter a random silent period. As illustrated in
Fig. 3(b), even ifk does not update identifier along withi, it can be
included in the anonymity set if it only changes direction and enters
a random silent periodk; since the GPA does not know which node
amongj andk thati exchanged identifiers with, and ifi exchanged
identifier at all, the GPA must determine an association between C
and an identifier in{A, B, C}. This illustrates the idea behind the
proposedSwapscheme.

Fig. 4 shows the Swap protocol on a time line; the protocol
pseudocode is in Appendix C. When the nodei needs to enhance
privacy and is changing velocity while neighbors are present,i ini-
tiates anexchange process:
(1) i broadcasts anexchange requestcontaining one ofi’s public
keys.
(2) All nodes receiving the exchange request, respond by encrypt-
ing an exchange responsewith i’s public key; the exchange re-
sponse from a neighboro includes its approval or disapproval to
exchange identifier ando’s public key, signed and timestamped for
authenticity.
(3) i randomly selects one of the received exchange responses, say
from j, and broadcasts anexchange acknowledgmentincluding (i)
a responseto j encrypted withj’s public key, to indicate ifi will
exchange identifier or not, and (ii) a verifiable exchange outcome
containing a signed response ofj and a timestamped response ofi,
encrypted with a key shared betweeni and AS.
(4) The AP forwards an exchange acknowledgment fromi to the
trusted AS.
(5) The AS sends an acknowledgment toi andj encrypted with the
corresponding keys shared with the AS.



(6) Finally, i, j enter a random silent period and re-associate with
AP by authenticating with AS after silent period.

In Swap, neighbors of the target contribute to its anonymity set
despite not updating identifiers, as long as they change their veloc-
ity and broadcast only during a specific interval in the exchange
process as shown in Fig. 4. As an incentive, these cooperating
nodes are provided with location privacy enhancement without the
need for any update of identifiers, hence conserving the number
of identifiers used by them for privacy enhancement. It should be
noted here that in Swap, while the node initiating exchange be-
comes indistinguishable from all the cooperating nodes, each co-
operating node is only indistinguishable from the node initiating
exchange, and not from other cooperating nodes. In order to fur-
ther improve the privacy of the cooperating nodes, Swap can be
extended to allow “shuffling” of multiple identifiers, i.e. each co-
operating node can also exchange identifier with another cooperat-
ing node. However, such an extension will incur overhead in terms
of multiple executions of the Swap protocol.

3.3 Comparison between Swing and Swap
Unlike Swing, Swap accounts for all the neighbors of the target

within its transmission range that change direction, enter a random
silent period, and appear in the target reachable area, hence poten-
tially maximizing the target anonymity set size. However, the num-
ber of neighbors of the target that change direction is determined
by the node mobility model. We evaluate the location privacy pro-
vided by Swing and Swap under the Random Way Point (RWP)
model [28] later in Section 4.

Apart from providing a potentially larger, uniformly distributed
anonymity set, and consequently a higher level of location privacy
at each update, Swap inherently conserves node identifiers com-
pared to Swing. However, these advantages are achieved at the cost
of the protocol overhead. Further, since for identity management
an AP is required to forward the Swap protocol messages to the
AS, Swap applies only to Mode2 of the system model described in
Section 2. On the other hand, Swing which is independent of the
AP, applies to both Mode1 and Mode2.

3.4 Mitigating Security Attacks and Traffic
Analysis by LAA and GPA

In Swap, one potential attack is for the LAA to impersonate
nodes using their observed identifiers during the exchange process
for network access. However, such an attack can be prevented
by Steps 2-5 of the Swap protocol that ensure an identifier ex-
change is valid by requiring nodei to send to the AS the signed
approval/disapproval from a randomly chosen nodej, and requir-
ing the AS to verify and acknowledge the identifier exchange. Fur-
ther, the LAA cannot initiate the exchange process and select the
target to exchange identifiers, since it does not have the secret cryp-
tographic quantities of the compromised nodes. The authenticity of
the communication betweeni and the AS (as well as between the
AS andj) is ensured by the use of encryption with a shared sym-
metric key and timestamps. We note here that since any exchange
of identifiers is verified by the AS, the exchanging nodes can re-
authenticate themselves to the AS when needed after the exchange.

Further, in order to track a target, the GPA can eavesdrop on the
communications in Swing and Swap protocols. The Swing proto-
col only indicates to the GPA that a target will be updating, and
the GPA cannot obtain any additional information by analyzing the
protocol messages. In Swap protocol, while the GPA knows when
a targeti initiates exchange process (in Step 1), in order to miti-
gate tracking the GPA must not be able to(a) identify the nodej
selected byi, and(b) ascertain ifi exchanged identifiers. To pre-
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Figure 4: Illustration of Swap protocol on a time line, involving
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vent the GPA from identifyingj: (1) j is randomly chosen byi and
public keys are used to encrypt the messages betweeni andj (in
Steps 2-3);(2) all the neighbors are required to reply toi; and(3)
the exchange acknowledgment fromi (in Step 3) does not reveal
the identifier ofj. Further, to prevent the GPA from ascertaining
the exchange of identifiers byi, the forwarding of the exchange ac-
knowledgment and the reply from AS (in Steps 4-5) is performed
irrespective of whetheri ultimately chooses to exchange identifier
with j or not. We also note that to prevent the GPA from identifying
a broadcast of the targeti after Swap based on the public key used
by i in Step 1 of Swap,i must update the public/private key after
Swap. Overall, upon initiation of Swing or Swap by a target, based
on the knowledge that the target enters update, the GPA can at best
construct an uniformly distributed anonymity set as described in
Section 2.2. The location privacy level provided by the constructed
anonymity set is analyzed in Sections 4.1, 4.3.

However, the LAA can potentially use the following attacks to
lower the location privacy level of the constructed anonymity set:
(Attack1) Impersonate multiple nodes to mislead a target into Swing
or Swap; (Attack2) Reveal the Swap protocol outcome observed by
the compromised nodes to the GPA. While mitigation of Attack1 is
difficult (see Section 5.1), the Attack2 on Swap is mitigated by the
random selection ofj by i from the received exchange responses.

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the location privacy provided by the

proposed schemes under location tracking by the GPA, and also
under different compromised node densities by the LAA.

4.1 Analytical Results for Swing and Swap
As a performance measure to evaluate the level of location pri-

vacy provided by the proposed schemes, we useentropyof the
anonymity set distribution of a target, defined in Section 2.2. We
first establish the upper bound on the entropy that can be achieved
by the random silent period technique for a given node density.
From Fig. 2 it is seen that the target anonymity set can at most
include all the nodes that are within2smaxspmax from the loca-
tion where the target enters a random silent period. Assuming that
nodes are uniformly distributed with densityρ in the deployment
region, the bounds for the average anonymity set size due to each
update is as follows (derived in Appendix A):

1 ≤ E{|SA|} ≤ ρπ(2smaxspmax)2

1− e−ρπ(2smaxspmax)2
, (1)



Table 1: Random and Restricted Mobility Simulation Setup. RWP - Random Way Point;px - prob. of changing direction by x
Parameter Value
Mobility model RWP (pausetime=0); Manhattan (p0 = 1/3, pπ/2 = 1/3, p−π/2 = 1/3)
Region 100m× 100m (RWP), 9× 9 uniform street grid,

street length 300 m, separation 30 m (Manhattan)
Simulation step 0.1 secs
Traffic model Continuous broadcasting, no packet collisions,

Minimum period between two broadcasts is 0.1 secs
Node Speed [1, 3] m/sec
Node Acceleration 0 m/sec2 (RWP), 0.2 m/sec2 (Manhattan)
Node Density [0.01, 0.1] /m2 (RWP); [0.05, 0.5] /m, traffic volume=600/hr/street (Manhattan)
Silent period [0, 5] secs
Tracking Construction of anonymity set, correlation tracking
Metrics Entropy of anonymity set distribution

and the bounds for entropy of anonymity set distribution due to
each update is:

0 ≤ H(p) ≤ log2

ρπ(2smaxspmax)2

1− e−ρπ(2smaxspmax)2
. (2)

These upper bounds are achieved only when all the nodes within
2smaxspmax from the target will fully cooperate and move such
that they appear in the target’s reachable area. However, we note
that such an approach, which assumes control over the movement
of the otherwise independently mobile neighbors for location pri-
vacy of the target, is not user-centric. Moreover, under tracking
based on movement predictability, only the nodes that change ve-
locity will contribute to target anonymity set. Hence, the anonymity
set size and entropy in Eqs. (1), (2), are additionally limited by
the node mobility model considered. We evaluate the entropy pro-
vided by each update using Swing and Swap under the Random
Way Point model (RWP), a widely used mobility model in mobile
ad hoc network simulation [28]. In a RWP, a node chooses a des-
tination (or a way point) and moves toward the destination with a
constant velocity, and then pauses before starting the next trip to a
newly chosen way point. To account for the inherent problem of
average speed decay in RWP [28], the pause time is set to zero.

We denote the reachable region of a target byRR, and its broad-
cast region byRB with RB ≥ RR. The nodes that contribute to
the anonymity set of the target are those (i) updating their identi-
fiers and their silent period overlapping with the target’s (tempo-
rally close), and (ii) reappearing inRR (spatially close). To count
the number of nodes that are spatially close to the target, we assume
that the number of nodes going fromRB − RR to RR during the
silent period of the target is equal to that fromRR to RB − RR.4

The average number of nodes that appear inRR after silent period,
given at least one node (the target) inRR, is ρA(RR)

1−e−ρA(RR) , where

A(RR) denotes the area of regionRR and

A(RR) = π ∗ ((spmax ∗ smax)2 − (spmin ∗ smin)2) (3)

Let pu denote the probability that a node enters a random silent
period and updates its identifier at each direction change after reach-
ing a waypoint. Given that the target updates at timet0, nodes
emerging with new identifiers during[t0 +spmin, t0 +spmax] will
be temporally indistinguishable from the target to the adversary.
The probability of a node changing direction and reappearing dur-
ing [t0 + spmin, t0 + spmax] in the RWP model is(spmax−spmin)

avgTm

(derived in Appendix D), whereavgTm is the average time of a
node spending in each segment before choosing a new destination.

4This reasonable assumption for random mobility models is cor-
roborated by close match between analytical and simulation results.

Given that the average length of a segment is0.5214∗L for a square
area with edge lengthL [6], avgTm is computed as:

avgTm =
average length of a segment

average speed
=

0.5214 ∗ L

(smax + smin)/2

for a square area with edge lengthL.
Therefore, for Scheme I (Swing) where a node broadcasts for

its update before entering silent period, the average size of the
anonymity set of the target during one update is:

E{|SA|} = (avg. num. of nodes inRR, excluding target)∗
pu ∗ (prob. of reappearing in[t0 + spmin, t0 + spmax]) + 1

=

(
ρ ∗A(RR)

1− e−ρA(RR)
− 1

)
∗ pu ∗

(
(spmax − spmin)

0.5214∗L
(smax+smin)/2

)
+ 1, (4)

whereA(RR) is given in Eq. (3). As GPA has no additional knowl-
edge on node mobility to eliminate any candidate in the anonymity
set but assigns equal probability to all the candidates, the proba-
bility that the target can be uniquely identified at each update is
ptrack = 1/E{|SA|}. The entropy of the anonymity set distribu-
tion of the target at each update in Scheme I isEI = log2 E{|SA|}.
In Scheme II (Swap), all the nodes inRR will contribute to tar-
get anonymity set, regardless of whether they update their iden-
tifier or not. Hence, the entropy at each update in Scheme II is
EII = log2(

E{|SA|}
pu

) ≥ EI .
Now, we consider the case that the probability of a node being

an adversary (i.e. the LAA)pa > 0. Under this scenario, the
entropy achieved by Scheme I at each update isEI,a = log2((1−
pa) ∗ E{|SA|}). For Scheme II, if the target randomly chooses a
exchange response among all the responses received, the entropy
achieved at each update isEII,a = log2((1−pa)∗ E{|SA|}

pu
). Note

thatEII ≥ EI ≥ EII,a ≥ EI,a, and first, third equal signs hold
whenpu = 1, and second equal sign holds whenpa = 0.

4.2 Simulation Setup
Table 1 summarizes the simulation settings for random and re-

stricted node mobility. Random WayPoint (RWP) model [28] is uti-
lized for random mobility, while the Manhattan model [3] is used
for restricted mobility. In order to address the average speed decay
in the RWP model, the pause time of nodes is set to0, the minimum
node speed is set to1 m/sec, and the results are accounted only af-
ter a warm-up period of 1000 seconds [28]. Unlike the RWP model
where nodes can randomly choose direction and speed from a range
of values, the Manhattan model limits the velocity of nodes along
fixed paths with associated speeds, and periodically uses the cur-
rent/past spatial parameters of nodes to update their spatial param-
eters. Overall, the mobility of nodes is restricted to three directions,
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Figure 5: Performance of Swing and Swap compared to Random Update. (a),(b) Random mobility. (c),(d) Restricted mobility.

i.e. {−π
2
, 0, π

2
}, assuming that the nodes do not change their direc-

tion by π. Each data point in the simulation plots is averaged over
more than 100 iterations. The border effect of the bounded simu-
lation region in the Manhattan model is accounted for by making
nodes randomly reappear in the region [3].

4.3 Simulation Results for Swing and Swap
Fig. 5 compares the entropy provided at each update by aRan-

dom Update, i.e. update of the identifier at a random location and
time using random silent period, with that of the proposed Swing
and Swap, under random and restricted mobility, respectively. As
seen, both Swing and Swap perform relatively well and Swap pro-
viding the largest level of location privacy, under both mobility
models. In fact, the location privacy level of Random Update is
optimistically determined assuming that the GPA only performs
correlation tracking of the target, while in the case of Swing and
Swap the GPA tracks multiple nodes. Fig. 5(a), 5(c) also show that
under restricted mobility, since the target can move in a lesser num-
ber of directions than under random mobility (it is assumed in the
Manhattan model that a node does not change its direction byπ),
the GPA can eliminate nodes from the anonymity set provided un-
der random mobility. Consequently, the entropy provided by Swing
and Swap under restricted mobility is relatively lower than random
mobility for a given density.

Fig. 6 shows the effect of the LAA on Swing, Swap, and Ran-
dom Update, and expectedly performance degrades with increas-
ing adversarial node density, since an increasing number of updat-
ing target neighbors are compromised (hence not contributing to
the target anonymity), and also the mitigation of Attack2 (in Sec-
tion 3.4) on Swap by random selection of an updating neighbor for
identifier exchange becomes less effective. Further, Fig. 5(a), 5(b),
6(a) show that the theoretical (dotted lines) and simulated results
closely match.

5. DISCUSSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS

5.1 Entropy Computation and Velocity Change
Estimation

One requirement of a user-centric approach is to enable the nodes
to estimate the level of privacy achieved by each identifier up-
date. In both Swing and Swap, under random mobility, the channel
monitoring can be leveraged to estimate the node density before
update, and hence enable the computation of an upper bound on
the entropy using Eq. (2). Further, the number of update mes-
sages/exchange responses received from neighbors can be used to
compute the anonymity set size and entropy due to update. How-
ever, as the LAA can impersonate multiple nodes in Attack1 in
Section 3.4, the target can be misled to compute an optimistic up-
per bound for entropy before update in Swing and Swap. A pos-
sible solution to mitigate such an attack is to impose the need for
authenticated messages from nodes during the estimation of node
density by channel monitoring. Similarly, the impact of multiple
node impersonation on the entropy computation after update can
be mitigated by enabling the target to authenticate the update mes-
sages from the neighbors. But, the entropy computation can still be
affected if the adversary is able to compromise multiple nodes in
the network without being detected and obtain their cryptographic
keys. Hence, ensuring the robustness of entropy computation be-
fore and after update under such a strong adversary model remains
a challenging open problem.

Further, as seen in Section 4.3, under restricted mobility, the en-
tropy of the anonymity set distribution determined by the above
method can be reduced, since the GPA can eliminate nodes at un-
likely target locations from the anonymity set. Hence, we pro-
pose including node velocity in the update messages/exchange re-
sponses, to enable the computation of entropy based on the relative
velocity of nodes. For example, in the Manhattan model a target
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Figure 6: Performance of Swing and Swap in the presence of LAA. (a) Random mobility (b) Restricted Mobility.

can determine that if a neighbor’s velocity indicates it is moving
in a direction opposite to that of the target, it has zero probability
of being the target, since the target is restricted from changing di-
rection byπ. The construction of such a computational method is
an open problem. We note that one approach is to estimate the en-
tropy using an empirically determinedmovement matrix[4] for the
target’s reachable area.

Additionally, in both Swing and Swap, it is assumed that each
user node is capable of estimating the time and location where a
change in its velocity can occur. One potential enabling mecha-
nism can be based on the GPS capability of nodes combined with
pre-loaded digital geographic maps, and assume that any user desti-
nation is known to only that user’s node (e.g. by user input), hence
allowing each node to predict changes in its direction and speed.

5.2 Applicability of Swing and Swap
Swing can be used in the Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS)

mode as well as the Infrastructure Basic Service Set (BSS) mode
in WLAN. However, since Swap requires an AP to provide access
to the AS for identity management, in its current form it is only ap-
plicable to the BSS mode where an AP is present. But, since in the
BSS mode a node cannot broadcast on its own, in order to enable
both Swing and Swap, one approach is for nodes to broadcast via
the AP. It then becomes necessary to quantify the latency incurred
in the communication via the AP. A second approach is to integrate
the two WLAN modes with the AP coordinating the switch for a
node and its neighbors from the BSS to the IBSS mode [9] only
for Swing/Swap. A third potential solution is to utilize direct links
between STAs, as in 802.11e where a link managed by the AP is
provided between two STAs in BSS [27]. We note that since we
assume the AP is semi-trusted and not malicious, it would operate
as expected in all the above methods.

Another potential application of Swing is in Vehicular Ad hoc
Networks (VANET), where correlation tracking of vehicles has been
shown to be possible due to the short intervals between node broad-
casts [23]. However, the applicability of Swap in VANET, although
more beneficial due to potential maximum location privacy pro-
vided per update as well as the scalability in terms of number of
identifiers needed for privacy protection, is challenging due to the
liability requirement for vehicles. Each vehicle identifier has an as-
sociated public/private key pair for the authenticity of broadcasts
to ensure liability at any given time (e.g. in the event of an acci-
dent) [21,23]. Hence, the exchange of identifiers without violating
liability in VANET is an open problem.

5.3 Open Challenges of User-Centric Location
Privacy Enhancement

All the user nodes involved in Swing or Swap are provided with

the same level of privacy from an identifier update. However, each
user may require a different level of privacy, and hence one user
node may need to update identifier more frequently than others
nearby to meet its desired privacy level. If a neighboring node has
already reached its desired privacy level, it does not have any in-
centive to cooperate with another user node by switching off radio
and/or updating identifier. As a result, users with higher privacy
requirement may not get enough privacy in our system. Hence, sat-
isfying the different privacy requirements of users in a user-centric
approach is an open problem.

Further, there can be scenarios where no user node cooperates
with a target to enter Swing or Swap, thereby not allowing the tar-
get to protect its location privacy. In such non-cooperative environ-
ments, one approach is for an AP to enforce the neighbors of the
target to update their identifiers. However, such an approach is not
user-centric. Therefore, the design of a user-centric approach that
can protect the location privacy of the target in the presence of non-
cooperative (but not compromised) neighbors is an open problem.

6. RELATED WORK
To protect users from location privacy threats, there are several

research studies in mobile networks. In [4, 5], Beresford and Sta-
jano propose an innovative scheme based on the idea of Chaum’s
MIX [7], that enables the nodes to update at pre-determined loca-
tions calledMIX-Zones. A MIX-Zone for a group of nodes is a geo-
graphical region where the nodes do not access the network and can
update their identifiers. Because the locations of nodes in a MIX-
Zone cannot be estimated, the updating nodes can potentiallymix
their identifiers and constitute an anonymity set. However, the spa-
tial and temporal relation between the locations of a mobile node
can enable its entry and exit locations and times from a MIX-Zone
to be correlated [4], hence lowering entropy.

For protecting the user location privacy in WLAN, in [13] Gruteser
and Grunwald propose updating identifiers at specific time instances
i.e. before associating with an AP for network access as a tradeoff
solution between network disruption and privacy. Further, in [12]
they also present an approach based on thek-anonymity privacy
protection model, where a centralized trusted server adjusts the res-
olution of the location of nodes along spatial and temporal dimen-
sions for mitigating their tracking [12]. Additionally, in [15] Hoh
and Gruteser address the problem of maximizing privacy with QoS
requirements as a constraint. However, in [12, 15] it is assumed
that the tracking is due to the location information provided by the
nodes accessing LBS applications, hence not applicable to mitigate
tracking due to location estimation based on radio signal properties.

Unlike the above approaches, in [16], Huang et al. propose the
random silent period technique to allow the nodes to update at ran-



dom locations and times. Noting that such updates are not able
to mitigate correlation tracking, they suggest utilizing the AP as
a coordinator to synchronize the updates as well as enforce the
neighboring nodes to update with the target, thereby increasing the
resulting entropy of the anonymity set distribution. However, by
enforcing nodes to update the approach is not user-centric. More-
over, the user location privacy can be compromised when the semi-
trusted AP reveals information to the adversary, hence making an
AP-coordinated approach unsuitable. In contrast, Swing does not
require an AP for location privacy protection, and the AP involved
in Swap has no knowledge of the node exchanging identifier with
the target and whether the identifier exchange occured.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the problem of maximizing location pri-

vacy at each identifier update by wireless users, in the presence of
asynchronous identifier updates and predictability of movements of
user nodes. As a solution, two user-centric location tracking miti-
gation schemes calledSwingandSwapwere proposed that enable
the nodes to update when changing their direction and speed, be-
fore entering a random silent period. Swap apart from conserving
identifiers, enables the inclusion of the non-updating neighboring
nodes in the anonymity set and hence, potentially increases the lo-
cation privacy at each update, towards a maximum value for a given
node density and node mobility. An analytical as well as simula-
tion based evaluation of Swing and Swap showed that they expect-
edly perform well compared to a scheme that updates identifier at
random times/places. A future research direction is to address the
application of Swap to vehicular adhoc networks. While the liabil-
ity requirement in these networks does not allow for exchange of
identifiers, the maximum update period and the number of identi-
fier updates is limited by the safety application requirements, hence
requiring each update to provide the maximum privacy possible.
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Appendix A
Given nodes are uniformly distributed, the number of nodes in area
A, denoted byν(A), distributes according to spatial Poisson pro-

cess as:Pr{ν(A) = i} = (ρA)i

i!
e−ρA, with average asρA. If SA

denotes target anonymity set, then its expected size is:E{|SA|}

= E{ν(A)|ν(A) ≥ 1} =
E{ν(A)}

1− Pr{ν(A) = 0} =
ρA

1− e−ρA
.

As seen from Fig. 2, the target anonymity set at least includes the
target itself, and can at most include nodes within the circular area,
A ≤ π(2smaxspmax)2, wheresmax is the maximum node speed
andspmax is the maximum silent period. Consequently:

1 ≤ E{|SA|} ≤ ρπ(2smaxspmax)2

1− e−ρπ(2smaxspmax)2
.

Therefore, the maximum value for entropy is:

H(p) ≤ −
E{|SA|}∑

i=1

1

E{|SA|} log2

1

E{|SA|}

≤ log2(
ρπ(2smaxspmax)2

1− e−ρπ(2smaxspmax)2
).

Appendix B
The Swing protocol for enabling a targeti is as follows.

Swing Protocol

if ((current loc priv < desired loc priv) OR (identifier life-
time expired)

if ((neighbor density> 0) and (changingvelocity)) OR
((receivedUPD MSGj) and (changingvelocity withinspmax)

if (not in silent period)
i: randomly choosespmin ≤ silent period ≤ spmax

i →: UPD MSGi = PIDi,l−1||“updating”
i: remain silent forsilent period
i: updatePIDi,l−1 to PIDi,l

endif
endif

endif

Appendix C
Denote the set of nodes receiving broadcast of a target asGi. The
Swap protocol for enabling a targeti with current identifierPIDi,l

and current public keyKi,m to exchange identifiers with one its
neighbors before entering random silent period, is as follows.

Swap Protocol

if ((current loc priv < desired loc priv) OR (identifier life-
time expired)

if ((neighbor density> 0) and (changingvelocity)) OR
((receivedExch REQo) and (changingvelocity with spmax))

if (not in silent period)
i→: Exch REQi = PIDi,l||“exchanging?”||Ki,m

while (time<= Wmax)
i: receiveExch RESo = PIDi,l||PIDo,h||

EKi,m(rep||signo(rep, tstampo)||Ko,n),
o ∈ Gi

/** rep=YES/NO **/
/** o is a neighbor of i **/
/** Ko,n, PIDo,h is current public key and ID ofo **/

endwhile
i →: Exch ACK = PIDi,l||exch ack||EKj (resp)||
Eki−AS (resp||signj(reply, tstampj)||Kj ||tstampi),

j ∈ Gi

/** j is randomly selected byi from responses fromGi **/
/** ki−AS is symmetric key known toi andAS **/
/** resp=exchange/no exchange withj **/
/** exch ack used to enable AP to forward to AS **/

AP → AS: forwardExch ACKi

AS → i: Eki−AS (exchoutcomeack||tstampAS)
AS → j: Ekj−AS (exchoutcomeack||tstampAS)

/** ACK is needed from AS to prevent impersonation **/
/** exch outcomeack contains quantities required for
authentication by AS when node re-associates with AP **/

i, j: randomly choosespmin ≤ sp ≤ spmax

i, j: remain silent forsilent period
endif

endif
endif

Appendix D
For a node to appear with a new identifier during[t0 + spmin, t0 +
spmax], wheret0 is the time instance at which the target enters a
silent period, a necessary condition is the node going into a silent
period during[t0 − (spmax − spmin), t0 + (spmax − spmin)].
Given that the node becomes silent atts with ts ∈ [t0 − (spmax −
spmin), t0 + (spmax − spmin)] and randomly chooses a silent
period in[spmin, spmax], the probability that the node exits during
[t0 + spmin, t0 + spmax] is:

{
ts−(t0+spmin−spmax)

spmax−spmin
for t0 − (spmax − spmin) ≤ ts < t0

(t0−spmin+spmax)−ts

spmax−spmin
for t0 ≤ ts ≤ t0 + (spmax − spmin)

By assuming thatts is uniformly distributed in[t0 − (spmax −
spmin), t0 + (spmax − spmin)], the average probability of a node
entering silent period in[t0 − (spmax − spmin), t0 + (spmax −
spmin)] and reappearing in[t0 + spmin, t0 + spmax] is: ps=

=

∫ t0

tx

ts − tx

spmax − spmin
∗ 1

2(spmax − spmin)
dts

+

∫ tx

t0

tx − ts

spmax − spmin
∗ 1

2(spmax − spmin)
dts

= 1/2,

wheretx = t0 − spmax + spmin. Using Swing and Swap, a node
enters a random silent period only after changing velocity. Under
the Random Way Point (RWP) mobility model, the probability that
a node changes its velocity[t0− (spmax−spmin), t0 +(spmax−
spmin)] is 2∗(spmax−spmin)

avgTm
, whereavgTm is the average time of

a node spending in each segment before choosing a new destination
and is given in [6]. Therefore, the probability of a node reappearing
during[t0+spmin, t0+spmax], when using Swing and Swap under
the RWP, is the probability of being silent during[t0 − (spmax −
spmin), t0 + (spmax − spmin)] timesps, i.e., 2∗(spmax−spmin)

avgTm
∗

1
2

= (spmax−spmin)
avgTm

.


